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DPLG  – Double Pedestal Lift with GAS-CYLINDER-mechanism  

 

 

 

 
 

The NEW Standard! 

 

The DPLG’s excellence can be credited to its extremely quiet operation and innovative guiding system, which 

operates on large free-moving rollers and wheels (82 mm in circumference).The lift system is extremely rigid, 

therefore, there is no need for an additional crosspiece for reinforcement beneath the table. A synchronization 

mechanism is integrated to prevent tilting and to enable smooth operation even when an asymmetric load (on 

one side) is applied on the table top. The synchronization is mounted inside the connection tube between the 

columns so that no movable components are visible and there is no risk of injury. The dimensions of the DPLG 

are identical to those of the DPLC, which means the tables designed for DPLC can be upgraded.  As with the 

DPLC, the fixture can be mounted from underneath or from the side. Straightforward and easy operation is 

possible thanks to the patented braking system. The brake is released by turning the handwheel to the left, and 

re-braked by turning it to the right. Making it possible to stop the lift at any position with minimal effort.   
  
 Lifting Specifications                                                   

Axle measurement:  Standard: 620mm / 25" (Model DPLG/25) and 760mm / 30" (Model DPLG/30)  

Height measurement: Height retracted: 370mm / 14.5”               Height extended: 530mm / 21” 

Capacity of Gas-Cylinder:  No standards defined; for the calculation of the suitable configuration please see our 

detailed description of GAS-CYLINDER-mechanisms and inform us with your order 

about your customized requirements.    

Max. weight of tabletop:  75 kg (165 lbs)  

Range of movement:   Approx. 160mm (≈ 6.5")  

 

Unit Specifications – both DPLG/25 and DPLG/30 

Mounting:  In each case there is an M10 thread available in the centre of the foot plate for mounting 

from underneath. Or you may mount using the available holes on the side. 

Product Dimensions:  Legs: 50mm/~2”; Crossbar Width:30mm/~1.25”, Height 50mm/~2”; Mounting    

Flange Size: 125mm x 50mm/ ~5x2 

Other Dimensions:  Height of crossbar from base: 260mm/10.25”; Crossbar to top of Mounting 

Flange: 95mm/~3.75”; Mounting holes on Flange: 100mm/~4” 

Standard color:  RAL 8011 brown, special orders on request  

Special accessories:   Adapter for customized wooden flange instead of hand-wheel (standard)  

Combination Possibilities:  Table-top extension CE.403.DP (16" leaf) and CE.500.DP (20" leaf)  

 


